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Abstract of the Lecture
Power electronics is widely deployed to condition power in renewable generators and in end-use equipment.
It has also gained acceptance in transmission system control. However, power electronics has found less use in
local distribution systems. We need to understand why that is and how to evolve power electronics to fulfil its
potential. There are potential uses, especially in heavily used urban networks, were flexible use of existing
substation assets requires greater control over power flows. Using back-to-back converters as a soft-open-point
to give controlled power flow between previously separate network areas is one of the ideas now seeing trial
use. However, power electronics has not yet achieved the combination of power efficiency, power density,
reliability and cost that makes it attractive alongside traditional AC equipment. This talk discusses some studies
of how MVDC links and networks might be added to AC networks improve the overall network performance
and its ability to cope with load growth. It will set out some ideas for how the control systems of power
converters should be modelled and how overall system control might be achieved. It also will discuss some
ideas for the improvement of multi-level converter designs for use in distribution networks.
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